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Penn Names Kellett Basketball Head

Former Ursinus Football Coach Assumes Jourdet's Position

Donald S. Kellett, former Ursinus football coach, was appointed as an assistant professor of philosophy and is instructing a class of freshman students and asst. football coach. He was appointed as an assistant professor of philosophy and football coach a few years ago and has continued in the position ever since. He has been a faithful and devoted servant of the college, and his appointment to this position is well deserved.

Weekly To Be Monthly For Summer Term

Although many college publications and programs are being discontinued for the summer term, a few are continuing. The Ursinus Weekly, for example, will be published on an abbreviated schedule. The program will be held on an abbreviated schedule. The program will be held on a monthly basis, starting in the fall.

Civilian Enrollment Includes Thirty-Five Freshmen

Three hundred and forty-three students, 143 civilians and 200 Navy men, will be enrolled in the Ursinus Weekly for the 16-week summer term beginning in the fall. This is the largest enrollment ever, surpassing the previous high of two semesters a year. However, the number of civilians enrolled has dropped significantly since last year, when there were 300 civilians and 200 Navy men.

Summer Assembly Meets August 2-9

Eminent Theologians To Speak To Ministers and Laymen

Ursinus will again be the scene of the annual summer assembly program. The program will be held from August 2 to 9, and ministers and laymen from all over the country will be attending. The assembly will feature a series of discussions on theology, ethics, and homiletics. The program will be held in Room 3 of the Ursinus College Building.

Weekly Tryouts!

Despite the fact that the Weekly is in recess for the summer term, it is planning to continue its successful summer program. The Weekly will be in recess for the summer term, but it is planning to continue its successful summer program. The program will be held on a weekly basis, starting in the fall.

Navy Men Battle Curtis Clouters As Season Opens

Jim Ziegler Stars for Curtis But V-12 Takes Second Game

Ursinus' West Chester delegation and the Curtis All-Stars locked horns in the first game of the summer softball program with a 1-2 to a class of 3 to 0 score. Ziegler, a left-handed starting pitcher, defeated the All-Stars with a two-hit performance in the second inning. Ziegler, a left-handed starting pitcher, defeated the All-Stars with a two-hit performance in the second inning. The game was halted after the third inning, with the score tied at 1-0, and the teams will meet again for the third game.

Navy Recondition Courts For Coming Season

Students Recondition Courts

In spite of the fact that most college organizations are inactive during the summer term, the Currier Club under the direction of Mr. Joe celebrates its 10th anniversary this year. The Currier Club has a membership of 500 men and 350 women, and it provides a variety of activities for students.

Y's Sponsor Weekly Dances; REC CENTER IS OPENED

Sponsored by the combined Y's, the Currier Club, and both Civil and Naval students, the beginning of the summer term will be in charge of the affairs. The combined Y's are also sponsoring the Y's, which are open to all students, and the basement of the Currier Club, which is open to all students, is charge of the Currier Club.

CURTAIN CLUB PREPARES FOR COMING SEASON

In spite of the fact that most college organizations are inactive during the summer term, the Currier Club under the direction of Mr. Joe celebrates its 10th anniversary this year. The Currier Club has a membership of 500 men and 350 women, and it provides a variety of activities for students.
"THE Fleets In!"

Dean Steward, star Bear back of gridiron, declared that he has received his sports "thrill of a lifetime". Deuce did not appear, the coach of the merged Philadelphia Eagles-Pittsburgh Pirates at Thirty-third bar private club, has invited Dean to attend the threeweekly practices which the Eagles will be having. As such he is expected to be responsible to the Dean of Men and on an equal basis with the council members.

As President of the Men's Student Council, I would like to take this opportunity to say that the added responsibility that this new position would bring is one that Dean of Men has been good. This has been true with all the students who have been in this position in college. They have been able to serve in a unique and valuable way in the overall educational program at Ursinus.

You must all realize that due to the war emergency, certain drastic changes must be made. In making these changes you have shown yourselves to be real Ursinus men. You've made a good job up to now, and from here on let's make it double.

H. DEAN STEWARD '43, Pres., M.B.G.

TO THE MEN OF UR SINUS

Summer school is in full swing—yes freshmen are having your first taste of College Life—and perhaps many of you sophomore, junior and senior women are having your first taste of college life.

Living at Ursinus may be different now, but its Saturday classes, limited late permissions, and midnight curfews are all the same. Fortunately in being able to attend an institution like Ursinus, you have all realized the true meaning of college life.

Today women everywhere are taking upon themselves new responsibilities. Today there are girls in every walk of life who are attempting to do their share. Here at Ursinus, though we are meeting more and more responsibilities, we are not as yet able to do so, though we have greater chances than ever before to excel on equal bases with councils and characters; we are confronted with many of the problems faced by women in the world at large. The women of Ursinus are interested in all that is happening in our country's future and we should perform will the same spirit as other Ursinus women. The quality of our campus life an aspect which will be of benefit. For truly, each woman student is just as much a part of the W.O.G.A. as those of us on the executive committee. Rules are created and enforced for the good of all us, and therefore must be established by us all.

We must see that the friendly spirit of Ursinus is maintained, and we must not be afraid to talk to other Ursinus women or to all our association with fellow students.

Here and now we women must keep up our spirit and to hold to our scholarly standards laid down by the women who have gone before.